Whether an intimate gathering of 25, or a concert hall filled with thousands, Jim's
captivating comedy and hilarious impressions make for a memorable event!
Spice up your meetings with the humorous stylings and masterful mimicry of Jim
Gossett!
Imagine George W. Bush, David Letterman, John Kerry, Larry King, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Tom Brokaw, Randy Travis, Johnny Carson, Bill Clinton, George
Bush, Willie Nelson, Ted Koppel, Andy Rooney, Jesse Jackson, Jay Leno, Keith
Jackson, and a host of others performing for you! When Jim hits center stage, you
never know who'll turn up!
Toss those "canned" presentations!
While other comedians recycle "stock" jokes, Jim takes his inspiration from the
events of the day, adds his special brand of magic, and delivers a performance so
up-to-the-minute, it's no wonder his material often appears in the monologues of
The Tonight Show and The Late Show with David Letterman. Jim's unique
perspective on the news will captivate you!
Jim Adds That Personal Touch.
A performer who does his homework, Jim wins rave reviews for incorporating the
names of attendees and "insider" information into his customized routines. One of
the most popular features of his presentations, Jim's humorous commentaries are
so on-target, he'll have you believing he's been hiding out at the office water
cooler. Every performance is truly one of a kind.
A consummate performer.
No stranger to the concert stage, Jim has opened for such celebrities as Paul
Anka, Barbara Mandrell, Jay Leno, Crystal Gayle, Louise Mandrell, and Frankie
Valli. He also appears regularly in comedy clubs and college campuses across the
country, earning him a substantial following. When not performing, Jim can be
heard on a variety o...
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Testimonials
"Your jabs targeted all areas of the political arena while remaining fit text for
a mixed audience. Your delivery succeeded in offending no one."
- SmithKline Beecham.

"Fabulous! Aching sides were the only complaints."
- Vincent Wilson, Federated Group.
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